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1. Institututional religions function as quasi-governments, and either take over the

state (Islam), undermine it (Judaism), compete with it (Cathoicism), work with it

(Orthodoxy), or Abandon it (Protestantism).

2. Institutional religions resist evolution and reform. Protestant religion continuously reforms by creating a market for sects,

that for all intents and purposes, provide messaging for about every half standard of deviation in iq and class - with the same

underlying strategy.

3. The Catholic church had the opportunity to reform multple times, and spawned a history different movements including

sects, Augustinian Synthesis, Monastic movement, Classical Restoration's Scholasticism, Literacy, the protestant

reformation, and the Darwinian revolution.

4. But the Church merged semitic christian and european classical Aryan thought, with the Catechism of of the Church, the

catholic encyclopedia, and much of the doctrin is an imitation of european legall structure from the premise of charity instead

of natural law's reciprocity.

5. But the institution itself like any bureaucracy dependent on income streams failed the natural law restoration, the

Darwinian revolution, and the Romanitc revolution. And tragically failed completely under Vatican Two.

6. An institutional church, like the Orthodox, especially if it has its own income stream (taxes, tithes), serves to limit demands

on the state, and lets church and state specialize in via negativa force and dispute resolution, vs education indoctrination,

self, family, society.

7. This facilitates excellence in masculine paternal state at national and federal scale, neutral law at commercial scale, and

feminine maternal church at personal, familial, and social scale.

8. So Jefferson restored jesus' teaching in the Jefferson Bible. And the Church re-developed natural law, and the Middle

Class maintained the common law as natural law, and the state created monarchy as judge of last resport, and houses

markets of commons...
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9. The French Secular Catholic Authoritarian Literary revolution, the German Secular Catholic Rationalist revolution, and

unfortunately, the Jewish anti-European Secular Pseudoscientific revolution - alienated and overwhelmed the church

causing retrenchment in superstition.

10. And the Jewish (marxist, neo-marxist, pomo, feminist, PC, Woke, Anti-Whiteness, White repalcemnet, White Genocide

movement) has been successful at creating a religion of conflict and hate and undermining to replace christian religion of

love and construction.

11. To reform our natural religion and tradition for the age of science - where we KNOW the laws of the unverse and

universe's god - requires we understand it in those terms. We have those terms: the natural law of reciprocity, and universal

christian love to tolerate those laws.

12. So it is quite possible to reconstruct a 'church' meaning school, academy, intelligentsia, and restore our high trust, our

universal christian love, our high quality commons, with the same underlying structure (natural law, christian love) ...

13. just as proitestantism provided sects for different social and economic classes, whether feminine empathic and spiritual,

or masculine, political, and practical, and to restore civilization to previous highs free of jewish instigation of hatred,

undermining, and destruction.

14. Because there is no difference between the jewish usurpation of jesus' teachings into 'churchianity' and incrementally

destroying roman civiization, institutions, law, education, culture, arts, aesthetics, and killing teachers and philosophers, ....

15. ... and creating the dark ages of ignorance and superstition - than their usurpation of science and converting it to

pseuoscience (marxist, neo-marxist, pomo, feminist, PC, Woke, Anti-Whiteness, White repalcemnet, White Genocide

movement) ...

16. ... and deliberately marching through our churches, our education, our media, and our academy, an state, and using

them all as a pulipt of hatred of european civilization, because we alone discovered the true words of the gods: in the

physical natual and evolutionary laws...

17. ... And if anything it is europeans who then are chosen by god or the gods, and speak the ideals langauge and rules of

god or the gods, and while the jews created dark ages and deceits, and the muslims more bloodshed than the plagues,

europeans almost single handedly....

18. ...dragged mankind out of ignorance, superstition, hard labor, starvation, disease, suffering, child moratlity, early death,

the tyranny of scoundrels, warriors and priests, and the vicissitudes of nature all but hostile to advanced life.

19. We contol this earth because of europeans. Europeans and europeans almost exclusively produced the primacy of man

(indo europeans), reason, law, naturalism and realism (mediterraneans), and the empirical, agrarian, commercial, financial,

industrial, ...

20 ... first and second scientific revolution, and the medical and techological revolutions. And are ushering in the genetic and

sentient revolutions. Not because we are always first, but ware the most adaptive, so we are always the FASTEST.



21. So what people, what culture, what ethics, provide the evidence of following the words of god or gods, not the lies of

men claiming they are the words of god? What is the basis of our european civilization, and our

anglo-american-germanic-european culture? We know: ...

22. Discovering, adapting to, and applying the laws of nature and nature's god, to ourselves, by reciprocal insurance of self

determination, by sovereignty, reciprocity, truth, duty, jury, monarchy, parliament, church, and people.

23. Maximizing at all times the computation of the mind of God. And so, turning ourselves into the hands of God.

So that we may make this life, this earth, this universe a into heaven.
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